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The post-COVID-19 world is often a stressful one. People
are sick and dying, schools are closed, the economy has
taken a battering and on top of all that we can’t even get
hold of pasta.
But as is always the case, people are finding innovative
ways to bring a more humorous side to lockdown life, by
creating memes and challenges to post online.
As their popularity grows, your child may be sharing
these memes or taking part in challenges themselves –
and you may be wondering if they’re anything more than
harmless fun.

Defining a meme is tricky, but if pushed we’d say they’re
ideas that are spread online, usually in the form of photos or videos, and often adapted in the process to mean
something else.
You’re probably already familiar with a few, even if you
didn’t make them yourself. ‘OK Boomer’, ‘Rise and Shine’
and ‘Baby Yoda’ are all memes that have graced our social media platforms this year – picking up millions of
shares, likes and favourites as they spread.

Poking fun at the situation we’ve found ourselves in
through the power of memes and videos has quickly become a popular internet trend.
This behaviour isn’t a sign that people don’t care about
the extraordinary circumstances we’re in, but is instead a
way to cope.
It’s possible your child is making and sharing lockdown
memes too, as social media’s endless creative tools make
it easier than ever to craft fun and relatable content.
(continued on next page)

CEOP is a law enforcement agency and is
here to help keep children and young people
safe from sexual abuse and grooming online.
We help thousands of children and young
people every year who have been contacted
directly online. CEOP are unable to respond to
reports about bullying, fake accounts or
account hacking

We work internationally to make the internet a
safer place. We help victims of child sexual
abuse worldwide by identifying and removing
online images and videos of their abuse. We
search for child sexual abuse images and videos
and offer a place for the public to report them
anonymously. We then have them removed.
We’re a not-for-profit organisation and are supported by the global internet industry and the
European Commission
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An internet challenge, in this context, can be seen as a kind of interactive meme – one person, or sometimes an organisation, posts a photo
or video of themself doing something physical or creative, then others copy them and share their own
attempts.
TikTok has seen a surge in users
since lockdown began, becoming
the platform of choice for this kind of
quarantine-busting boredom-killers.
Often the epicentre for viral trends,
TikTok’s endless stream of new and
innovative ways to make content are
what makes it so popular. Some of
the most common lockdown challenges include the ‘Blinding Lights
Challenge’ and the ‘Emoji Hand Challenge’.
Instagram is a solid competitor to
TikTok, with trends that include the
‘Until Tomorrow Challenge’ and the
‘Bill Clinton Swag Record Challenge’,
while on Twitter, artists
are recreating their favourite album
covers using Animal Crossing’s pop
star character, K.K. Slider.

Grooming is
when someone builds a relationship, trust and emotional
connection with a child or
young person so they can manipulate, exploit and abuse
them. Children and young people who are groomed can be
sexually abused, exploited or
trafficked. Anybody can be
a groomer, no matter their age,
gender or race.
Online grooming can cause
irreversible damage and with
more and more children looking to explore the online world
through different social media
apps and gaming platforms,
it’s not hard to meet someone
you don’t know. So, what
should parents look out for?
What are the signs? And what
can be done to help protect
children? Find out with this
guide. (sorry for long link!)
https://
nationalonlinesafety.com/
guides/online-groomingsafety-guide-for-parents?
utm_source=Email&utm_cam
paign=WuW-online-groomingnonmembers&utm_medium=email&ut
m_campaign=NOS%
20Weekly%20UpdateWUW%
20060520%20non%
20members&utm_content=NOS%
20Weekly%20UpdateWUW%
20060520%20non%
20members+CID_4ab1378712f7872
049bab848dd353319&utm_s
ource=Campaign%20Monitor

Animal Crossing: New Horizons is a game for the
Nintendo Switch and Switch Lite in which the
player is tasked with bringing civilization to a
deserted island.

Experience the magic of Disney in the
official
app
and explore enchanting worlds we all
know and love! With adventures from
the worlds of Toy Story 4, Frozen,
Ralph Breaks The Internet, Beauty and
the Beast and the brand new Frozen 2,
you can take your place in iconic fairy
tales and create your very own Disney
experience. This app is rated PEGI 3.
Become a member and jump into ALL
of your favorite tales, with 80+ activities and storybooks to enjoy.
A fully illustrated and interactive storybook adventure awaits you when you
join beloved characters in their journey,
helping them to solve a variety of activities from word puzzles to gesture challenges. Develop your reading skills with
a personalized storybook, improve
movement and thinking skills with inapp activities, and interact with your
favorite characters from Disney tales.

The player starts out with little more than a tent
and some basic tools, so to create their dream
town, they’ll need to forage, collect and scavenge. But with few missions and set objectives
in the game, they have the freedom to do everything at their own pace.
The game follows the rhythm of a real-world day,
so if the player logs on in the morning, they’ll be
treated to a glimpse of the in-game sunrise and
be able to collect some of the fish and bugs that
only come out at that time. Similarly, at night all
the shops will be closed and most fellow islanders will have gone to sleep.
Animal Crossing is not only about building a
town, but also a community. The player can travel around to other islands and convince anthropomorphic animals – including French-speaking
ducks and capitalistic racoons – to join their upand-coming colony

Animal Crossing has a PEGI rating of 3 which
means it is quite safe for younger children. There
is limited accessibility for children to play with
strangers unless they pay for a Nintendo Online
Service pass at £17.99 a year or £31.49 for a
Family. For further information please click the
link: https://store.nintendo.co.uk/nintendo-

switch-game/animal-crossing-newhorizons/12439652.html

Take your place as Woody, Belle, Olaf,
Anna, Elsa, Wreck-it Ralph and Vanellope as you read and solve puzzles
through your very own collection of
storybook worlds today!

Features:
Explore your creative side with coloring
and dot-to-dot activities
Create stunning ice sculptures in the
Frozen 2 realm
Make your own Forky inspired toy in
the Toy Story 4 'Build a Toy' activity
Help out Olaf in a sticker challenge and
get building a snowman
Solve jigsaw puzzles of up to 20 pieces
to recreate iconic moments from our
fairy tales
Create stunning fireworks with Elsa and
light up the sky
Style Belle for the perfect occasion from
a collection of dresses, shoes and accessories
Dive into the Wreck-it Ralph Internet
world and save the realm from virus
threats
Disney Story Realms gives players the
opportunity to switch the game font to
use the industry-recognised OpenDyslexic font for increased legibility.

Parents need to know that Minecraft Dungeons is
an upcoming action adventure game for the
PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch, and
Windows PCs. The PEGI rating it has been give is
age 7 and up.
The game will be set in the Minecraft universe,
but won't be like the traditional crafting and
world building that players are used to. Instead,
this game will be based on classic dungeon
crawlers like Diablo, and will task gamers to save
villagers from the evil Arch-illager.

Players will discover new weapons and items that
they can use in battle against completely new
monsters. It also seems like players will be able
to personalize their characters as well, choosing
to be a melee or ranged attacker. Up to four
players will be able to take on monsters at one
time, although there's no news as to whether
players will be able to create dungeons or their
own worlds. While combat will be the focus of
the gameplay, there's no expectation of blood or
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https://littlebinsforlittlehands.com/easy-simple-stem-activities-challenges/
https://www.britishscienceweek.org/plan-your-activities/activity-packs/
https://collectionslibrary.crestawards.org/

